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To understand why we were in Horsham at midnight on a Friday about to put a 
perfectly good special stage prepared Datsun 1600 through a nightmare, you have 
to go back to Carlton in the late 1970’s. 

I was at Melbourne Uni studying architecture, living in a share house in Carlton. 
Two years before I had been introduced to the concept of rallying by Simon 
Crane, whom readers will know from his hysterical recall of the Circuit of Ireland 
in these very pages. Simon is also the owner of most of the loans at Lovells 
Springs and remains a keen rallyist and now historic racer. Back then, he was an 
authority on European and British rallying, teaching me the French words for “off” 
and “gearbox” so I could make some sense of his exotic French rally magazines. 

In a weird quirk of fate he was also my Aunt’s godson, and an old school pal of a 
woolly haired uni dropout with some kind of German nickname (Dieter? Dinter?  - 
I could never figure it out) who had a hot Cooper S. I was soon sucked into this 
rally caper, first as a navigator for Simon, which guaranteed I would quickly switch 
to driving. Egged on by Simon and Dinta (for it was he!) I was soon modifying my 
pristine Datsun 1600, building another one in a friend’s yard in Carlton, and then 
when I had my first job, buying a fully prepared hot 1600 from Shane Blandford 
that was built by Les Collins and helpers. This was the early days of Datrally, so 
you can see I had fallen into seriously bad company. 

During the Carlton share house days, I met a scruffy looking forestry student who 
lived over the back lane from us, and who seemed to have a similar interest in 
rallying – Runnalls! He was then starting to direct daylight special stage events, 
like the Summer Stages and then importantly in 1979 the first daylight Begonia 
Rally. I gradually learned that despite his unassuming appearance and deceptively 
casual manner, he was also on his way to becoming a famous navigator, having 
already won the 1978 Alpine in the first Les Collins grunter, built on a parking 
apron in front of Les’ flat in Moonee Ponds. However the most important thing 



about the 1979 Begonia was that Dinta suggested I ask an attractive young 
medical student to navigate for me, which was when I met Ro. We did a lot better 
than we expected, and it gave us the mostly false belief that we could go on with 
this rally caper. I also loved daylight special stage rallying right from the start, and 
was already looking for more. 

So what the hell were we doing in Horsham at midnight? The truth is I can’t really 
remember how we got talked into it – but I suspect Runnalls had something to do 
with it, and if you listen to the way he describes his events now in that innocent 
manner, where they sound like a walk in the park and the strongest word used to 
describe the horrors that await you is “interesting”, you can understand my 
suspicions. Dinta should get some blame too, because he has had a hand in nearly 
everything in my life that has cost a whole lot of money, except my children (as 
far as I know!). So there we were in the car I had just spent a year’s salary on (yes 
it always was expensive you whingers!!) specially designed to go in the all daylight 
all special stage VRC, with no idea what was coming. 

Well what was coming was a little stage out near Wail Nursery, that I recall 
Runnalls described as a “warm-up”.  I suppose there was some truth in this 
statement when you knew what the rest of the event was like! We were car 27 on 
the road, and when we arrived at the sandy boggy stretch of “warm up” road I 
think nearly every car in front of us was stuck somewhere in the next 2 km. We 
groveled on as far as we could around stuck cars but eventually ran out of road 
and got stuck ourselves. This was where I was introduced to some new concepts, 
like vapourisation, plug fouling, digging under the car (they didn’t do that in 
Simon’s French magazines!), pushing, cadging tows, doing deals with others (you 
push me I’ll push you), and importantly what a burning competition clutch 
smelled like (bad!!). Ro was a veteran of the 1979 Repco so took all this fairly 
calmly, but it wasn’t my idea of a “rally” – and there was rather a long way to go! 

We eventually extracted ourselves from Stage 1 (it was probably called a 
“Section” I guess) and started to wonder just how long this event might take to 
finish. After this, to me it is all a blur, although I do remember driving around in 
circles somewhere near Wyperfield, and having to learn how to open a gate that 



was cunningly (well I think Runnalls was too busy to actually move a gate so this 
was just his great good luck to discover it) located where if you stopped for it you 
got bogged, and if you didn’t, you hit it.  

But what I do remember is the last section in the Sunset Country, somewhere out 
near Rocket Lake and the Raak Plain. It had rained a LOT out there, and now in 
daylight, we were following a very long map reading route and were (well I was 
anyway) a little uncertain of our exact location and therefore whether we were on 
the right road or not. Now this is also the point in the event where Runnalls loves 
to introduce a few little “issues”, just when you are really tired and wanting 
nothing more than a beer and a steak at the Murrayville pub. I have to say he was 
well and truly aided by the weather, because it made this section quite 
spectacular.  

At this moment, when we had been up for maybe 30 hours, we crested a large 
sand dune to be presented with a panoramic view, to the horizon in every 
direction, of sheet water! The scrub stretched to the horizon, with water of 
unknown and unknowable depth everywhere. There was absolutely no dry land 
visible in front of us other than the bit we were perched on. The only feature that 
we could see in this endless swamp was a silver ribbon stretching away from the 
dune towards the horizon, that could have been a road, or an irrigation channel, 
or a submerged fence line or something we didn’t know anything about. We were 
not enormously familiar with the sunset Country (never been there!). There was 
no sign of any other vehicle, and very few tracks evident. The conversation atop 
the dune went something like this: 

Me: “what the f**k are we supposed to do now? Row?” 

Ro: “that’s probably the road in front of us and others must have got through or 
they would all be stuck there” 

Me (slightly shrill): “Probably?” If we drive down this dune and it all turns out to 
be a meter deep, we‘ll be here until the desert dries out!” 

Ro:  “But the others must have got through” 



Me: “what if we’re on the wrong road?” 

Ro: <The navigator look> 

Me: “How sure are you we are on the right road?” 

Ro: “Well we haven’t seen any other roads lately” 

Me: “well that’s a great comfort” 

Ro: “Well it’s a long way back to the last junction so I don’t see that we have a 
choice so quit whingeing and get going” 

Me: It’ll be you that’s doing the pushing…” 

As it transpired, it was a road, the water wasn’t that deep, and it was quite hard 
underneath, and yes it was the right road! But boy did it go on for a long time, 
with me waiting the whole time for the hidden boghole to swallow the entire car, 
and Ro nonchalantly reading the map. A completely memorable moment –thanks 
Ross (29 years later anyway). 

The following section then started crossing waterlogged farmland as it got closer 
to Murrayville, and we caught up to Peter “Twigger” Gale (with Ron Harper?) in a 
kind of a sister car to ours. We had an absolute ball sliding both cars door handle 
to door handle through these green sloshy paddocks where it didn’t matter if you 
were on or off the track. That happy mayhem continued nearly all the way in a 
race to be first to the control and was another very memorable moment (never 
done it since on a rally!). 

The bedraggled field slowly assembled in Murrayville and everyone went straight 
to the pub for a meal and gazed longingly at the beer taps. The mood to call off 
the next division was growing with every passing minute, despite Geoff Portman 
coming in after zeroing the last division and saying it was a piece of cake and that 
we were a bunch of wimps. Ross did admit under questioning that it was a little 
“damp”. By now we were highly attuned to Runnalls-speak, so there was a near 
riot until eventually he gave in and called off the last division. It was a great relief, 



a great party and a great event, although I am not sure it was a rally – more of an 
adventure mixed up with a trial – so do the BP! 

Ro’s recollections 

Well I liked all that, especially when the navigator was on the right road for a 
change! I think what has struck me about Ross’ legendary events over the years, 
the 81 Derrick, the one where we nudged a bank in my 1600 road car and went to 
the Cann River pub, the High Country Trial where we drove up the Alpine Walking 
track and the Olde BP most recently in 2008, was just how many adventures you 
could have in what was a very short time, literally a weekend. As well as the 
Rocket Lake excursion, I particularly recall that after rallying all through Friday 
night, at 8am on Saturday morning I was pushing the car up a sand hill, north of 
Patchewollock somewhere, in light rain. At that very moment my medical student 
friends were having a tutorial at Prince Henry’s Hospital (later to be imploded!) 
We did this each week with an eminent surgeon who had selected the rather 
unfriendly time of 8am on Saturdays for his tutorials, and we couldn’t say no. I 
remember thinking, how boring for them, I’d much rather be rallying! 

I suppose the other memory of rallying last century- often there was lots of rain! 
We did renovations in 1997 and as far as I can tell, we haven’t had a ‘proper’ 
winter since! Not like these wet times in the good ol’ days!  


